SECURITY LATCH™

SIMPLE, SAFE & SECURE
WHAT IS SECURITY LATCH

Security Latch is a simple, safe and secure method used to add extra security to your panic doors. Security Latch is designed to increase your buildings’ security and improve its safety by reinforcing weak doors while reducing the potential of break-ins and burglaries. Made from mar-proof rubber coated steel Security Latch is designed to fit most panic doors. It’s the most revolutionary product of its kind.

WHY WAS SECURITY LATCH CREATED

For many years there have been concerns about it being virtually impossible for easy exit of a building due to locks and chains being used to secure panic doors. These concerns brought about the idea of the Security Latch. Our product was created as a tool for school administrators, civic leaders, and business professionals to provide a safe way to secure panic doors in their facilities. Security Latch has the unique ability to secure panic doors tightly, while allowing immediate exit without the use of keys, combinations, or tools.

SECURITY LATCH IS SIMPLE, SAFE, AND SECURE

A RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Security Latch is an investment in protection and safety for your facility:

Fire Safety
• Secures Panic Doors without chains or padlocks
• Allows immediate exit from a building

Time Saver
• Simple installation and removal process

Low Cost
• An average building can be equipped with Security Latch for less than the insurance deductible incurred as the result of a break-in.

HOW SECURITY LATCH WORKS

Security Latch eliminates chain locking exits, allowing occupants inside the building to lock-down exit and interior doors by simply placing a Security Latch bar between the door hardware and frame.

With four options available, Security Latch fits most Panic Hardware Specifications:

Double Door Latch (for doors with a center post)
For old style double doors with a center post
Rests firmly against the center post
Opens without a key or combination
Available with or without a cable lock

Double Door Latch (for doors without a center post)
For old style double doors without a center post
Opens without a key or combination
Available with or without a cable lock

Single Right Door Latch
For old style exit devices with a push down bar
Intended for use on doors with a locking latch mechanism on the right hand side (as you face the inside of the door)
Rests firmly against the door jamb
Opens without a key or combination
Available with or without a cable lock

Single Left Door Latch
For old style exit devices with a push down bar
Intended for use on doors with a locking latch mechanism on the left hand side (as you face the inside of the door)
Rests firmly against the door jamb
Opens without a key or combination
Available with or without a cable lock

SIMPLE

Installation: Standard Model Latches - simply insert your latch between two panic doors.
Flush Mount Model Latches- fasten mounting cup(s) to your door and insert your latch.

Removal: To remove your Security Latch simply lift bar to exit from inside the building.

SAFE

When you are looking to prevent break-ins and burglaries, Security Latch is the best solution for reinforcing your doorways. It allows occupants within the building to easily secure panic doors without using chains or padlocks. The Security Latch is versatile and can be used in your school, facility, office, or any other building with a panic door.

SECURE

Security Latch fits snug and secure on most panic doors effectively stopping unwarranted entry.
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ALL STEEL CROSS ARM
Security Latch’s top cross arm is a 1” square, fashioned from rugged 14 gauge steel tubing. It’s 100% “electric weld construction” for lasting strength and stability.

SAFE, MAR-PROOF SURFACE
Security Latch’s entire surface is coated with a 1/16” layer of durable Plastisol. Plastisol is a remarkably tough, yet pliable covering. It makes Security Latch safe on all doors and surfaces because of its mar-proof and scratch proof qualities. Plus, every Plastisol coated Security Latch is individually “heat cured” for permanence - it won’t peel or chip off.

STURDY LEG BRACE
Security Latch’s bottom leg brace is 1/4” x 1” thick steel. As we mentioned before, it is 100% “electric weld construction” for lasting strength and stability.
SECURITY LATCH
FLUSH MOUNT MODEL LATCHES

MODEL NO. 4000 or 4050*
Double Door Latch — Wedges firmly against the center post.

MODEL NO. 4200 or 4250*
Single Right Door Latch — Wedges firmly against door jamb.

MODEL NO. 4100 or 4150*
Double Door Latch for doors without a center post.

MODEL NO. 4300 or 4350*
Single Left Door Latch — Wedges firmly against door jamb.

*Models equipped with Cable Lock.

Security Latch is intended for unoccupied use only!
Security Latch is intended for unoccupied use only

**MODEL NO. 2000 or 2050***
Double Door Latch — Wedges firmly against the center post.

**MODEL NO. 1200 or 1250***
Single Right Door Latch — Wedges firmly against door jamb.

**MODEL NO. 2100 or 2150***
Double Door Latch for doors without a center post.

**MODEL NO. 1100 or 1150***
Single Left Door Latch — Wedges firmly against door jamb.

*Models equipped with Cable Lock.

Security Latch is intended for unoccupied use only.
SECURITY LATCH
FLUSH MOUNT MODEL LATCHES

MODEL NO. 4000 □
4050 □

QTY.

DOOR

BLDG.

MODEL NO. 4200 □
4250 □

QTY.

DOOR

BLDG.

MODEL NO. 4100 □
4150 □

QTY.

DOOR

BLDG.

MODEL NO. 4300 □
4350 □

QTY.

DOOR

BLDG.

MODEL NO. 4000 or 4050*
Double Door Latch -- Rests firmly against the center post.

D INCHES

C INCHES

WALL

WALL

Standard Latch Dimensions
C - 2” D - 10” or more

MODEL NO. 4200 or 4250*
Single Right Door Latch -- Rests firmly against door jamb.

D INCHES

C INCHES

WALL

WALL

Standard Latch Dimensions
C - 4” D - 5” or more

MODEL NO. 4100 or 4150*
Double Door Latch for doors without a center post.

D INCHES

WALL

WALL

Standard Latch Dimensions
D - 12” or more

MODEL NO. 4300 or 4350*
Single Left Door Latch -- Rests firmly against door jamb.

D INCHES

C INCHES

WALL

WALL

Standard Latch Dimensions
C - 4” D - 5” or more
CUSTOMER WORKSHEET

Please complete this form to determine if your doors can be secured by our standard Security Latches. All dimensions indicated must be filled in completely. Give all measurements in inches.

A  The distance between the inside face of the door and the panic bar. NOTE: The panic bar mechanism must be in the locked or released position to make this measurement.
B  The distance across the panic bar hinge arms.
C  The distance from the inside face of the door to the inner most surface of the center post.
D  For doors with glass, please include dimension D. The distance between the glass windows.

* Models equipped with cable lock